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What is the 
Internet of Things?

Internet of Things (IoT) describes a world where 
just about anything can be connected and 

communicate in an intelligent fashion. 

The physical world is becoming one big 
information system.



How can we utilize 
IoT to help you.

Through primary and secondary research, we conceptualized 
a way to use IoT to help users. 

We explored different smart objects to do validations and 
perform interviews with. The three ideas we juggled around 
were smart diapers, smart chairs, and smart faucets.



We were able to narrow it down to the product we are 
presenting today, a smart water system, called Water Warrior. 

It allows the user to sync water devices, such as sinks, faucets, 
hoses, etc. using an attachment. It then tracks the usage for 
each specific device and gathers utilizes this data to help users 
understand their habits and notify them when they reach their 
set usage limit or are surpassing their averages. 

Water Warrior: 
Smart water system



We looked at various existing designs and took 
some inspiration to help push Water Warrior to 
fruition. Some key words that helped were: 

Simplicity 
Boldness 
Efficiency 
Water

Setting the tone.



We explored, experimented, and found the best 
(and the worst) ways to create and share the 
experience of using Water Warrior.

Sketches on sketches.
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Revolving heavily on simplicity, boldness, and 
efficiency, Water Warrior came to life.

Who is Water Warrior?
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One of the main features of Water Warrior is the 
ability to track your overall water consumption. 
Water Warrior consumes this data, and 
averages out your usages, giving it the 
knowledge of when to notify you that you’re 
exceeding your average or your usage limit.

User flow—General UsageHomescreen 
General Details



Boasting its micro-management ability, Water 
Warrior also allows you to view specific devices’ 
usage and averages, as well as how much of the 
total usage they are each consuming. Water 
Warrior will also notify you when any of these 
devices are exceeding their derived averages.
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Jenny is a young millennial that loves to bike and enjoys 
keeping up with the latest tech trends. 

Growing up in California, the drought crisis is an issue she is 
aware and very concerned about.

Say hello to Jenny.



This leads her to install the Water Warrior 
system in her home, which helps indicate 
and better manage her water usage.

Water Warrior enters the battle.



While on vacation, Jenny gets a notification of a 
significant spike in her water usage, despite her 
being away. 

Confused by the problem, Jenny checks her 
overall water consumption log through the app. 
It indicates that her backyard hose was using 
three times more than her average amount.

Water Warrior lets out a yell.



It turns out she forgot to turn off the water and 
quickly messages her neighbor Tom to ask a 
favor.  

Happy to help, Tom heads over to his neighbor’s 
house and turns off the running hose.

Discovery.



Thanks to the Water Warrior’s ingenious tracking system and 
prompt notifications, Jenny was able to enjoy the rest of her 
vacation worry-free.

Victory!



Thank you! 
Any questions?


